Transformation Services

Arming you with the mindset, methodology, tools, and resources to successfully journey to the cloud and beyond.
Moving to the cloud is more than a software upgrade. It requires an organization-wide shift in mindset, culture, and ways of working.

It’s a commitment to *transform from within*.

As agents of transformation, we will empower you to drive your transformation through the software implementation so you can adopt and sustain future ways of working as smoothly as possible, achieving faster time to value.
Cloud Culture

Moving to the cloud requires a unified shift in team culture. The team dynamic is critical to a successful journey to the cloud—and thriving within it.

Our Cloud Culture assessment and corresponding workshop help address any cultural gaps during mobilization, and the sentiment tracker measures progress over time.
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Future State of Work Narrative

The journey to the cloud is complex and can be demanding. But what if we could make it feel more rewarding and inspired? We work with you to bring your vision, objectives and the benefits of implementing to your employees by creating a story arch that is the primer of you.
Process-led Implementations

We believe that every implementation is a transformation. And transformation success depends on how confident people feel about the changes to their ways of working in the cloud. Successful transformations happen when people feel confident about what’s changing. Our process-led implementations help clients understand how work will be different after Go Live. It’s another way we demonstrate expertise well beyond the technical prowess for which we are known.
Change Management

Oracle’s Change Management practice equips our customers with the mindset, methodology, tools, and resources to own and drive their change journey confidently.